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Abstract
This article describes ECML (ETRI CPS Modeling Language), a modeling language for hybrid system simulation. ECML extends DEV&DESS (Discrete Event and Differential Equation System Specification), with conveniences in modeling and simulation. Modeling environment EcoPOD (ETRI CPS Open Developer) and visual simulator EcoSIM (ETRI CPS Simulator) support visual modeling and simulation. We introduce modeling and simulation environment of ECML, and also formal definition. The case study specifies a simple vehicle system with the formal definition.

1 Introduction
Hybrid system [1] is a dynamical system whose behavior is a combination of continuous and discrete dynamics. The discrete part usually models modes of system operations, while the continuous part does physical interactions with environments. Many approaches to modeling and analyzing hybrid system have been proposed. Timed automata [2], (linear) hybrid automata [3] [4], CHARON [5] and ECML are the examples of the modeling methods.

ECML (ETRI CPS Modeling Language) is an extension of the basic formalism DEV&DESS [6] with various conveniences in modeling and simulation [7] [8], recently proposed by ETRI (Electronics and Telecommunication Research Institute) in Korea. A modeling and simulation environment, EcoPOD (ETRI CPS Open Developer) and EcoSIM (ETRI CPS Simulator) supports ECML.

This paper introduces a formal definition for ECML and overviews modeling and simulation environment of ECML. The formal definition was proposed in [9] in Korean and various researches describes modeling and simulation environment. An ECML model is composed structural model and behavioral model. ECML model communicates with environment model. When conducting simulation, a specified ECML model is translated into C++ programming codes, and environment model generates input scenario for ECML model and calculates outputs of ECML model. The translated model and scenario are executed and visualized.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews related work about modeling and simulation environment of ECML. It also includes our previous work verifying ECML model with formal verification. Section 3 introduces ECML and formal definition of ECML. Section 4 shows an example with a vehicle control system. The system is specified with formal definition which introduced in Section 3. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
2 Related Work

An ECML is modeled in CPS (Cyber-Physical System) domain modeler, ‘EcoPOD’ [10] [11]. The model is loaded by hybrid simulation environment, ‘EcoSIM.’ EcoSIM translates the model into simulation program, and then executes and control the program based on scenario. The simulation result is visualized by 3D visualizer [12] as shown in <Figure 1>. Relation of model, simulation and physical system is described in [13].

Including the ECML modeling and simulation environment, a dependable CPS software development environment ‘EcoSuite’ was proposed. EcoSuite [14] is includes EcoPOD, EcoSIM, EcoView, EcoHILS and EcoAce. EcoView visualizes simulation result, and EcoHILS [15] supports HILS (Hardware in the Loop Simulation) using hardware EcoAce. They are connected with real time control middleware EDDS [16].

Figure 1 ECML modeling and simulation environment

Figure 2 An example of ECML formal verification result (in EcoPOD)
Our previous researches applied formal verification to verify ECML model. [17] and [18] verified DEV&DESS model which is basic formalism of ECML with HyTech [19]. [20] translated ECML into linear hybrid automata, and [21] and [22] verified translated linear hybrid automata with HyTech. We also performed a case study with SpaceEx [23] to verify ECML model [24], and then ECML model to SpaceEx model translator and formal verification interface are imported in EcoPOD [25] as shown in <Figure 2>.

There are some approaches which use ECML in various ways. For example, [26] translated Simulink model into ECML, and an approach implementing simulation models for SAM fuzzy controllers without the use of external components is represented in [27].

3 ECML

3.1 Variables

ECML models three different rate types of variables: discrete event, discrete value and continuous value, specifically. The three typed variables have different behavior of value each other. When an event is occur, discrete event type variable is assigned a value and reset to zero. Discrete value type variable’s value is held until next assignment is occurred. The value of continuous value type variable is changing continuously, and the rate defines rate of change of the value at a phase.

Variables in ECML also have port types and various data types. ECML has three port types such as input (X), output (Y) and state ($S^c$, $S^d$). An ECML BM gets data from connected model with input variable, changes internal states with state variable, and sends data with output variable. Data types determine the possible values for the type variable. Integer, Double, Boolean and String are the examples and ECML supports also user-defined data type. Modeling environment ‘EcoPOD’ and visual simulator ‘EcoSIM’ support visual modeling and simulation [28], as illustrated in <Figure 3>.

![Figure 3 The modeling and simulation tool for ECML ('EcoPOD' and 'EcoSIM')](image-url)
3.2 Structural Model & Behavioral Model

An ECML model is structured with a set of basic components, hierarchically. A basic component is modeled with BM (Behavioral Model), while their composition is modeled with SM (Structured Model). Figure 3 shows an example model in ‘EcoPOD.’ CBM (CPS Behavioral Model) are BMs and CSM (CPS Structured Model) are SM. They communicate each other with connected input and output ports. The BM is defined as follows:

\[
BM = (X,Y,S,Init,Cond^E,Trans^E,Trans^S,Cond^S,Rate,Out^C,Out^D,Out^E,Out^S)
\]

- \( X = X^C \times X^D \times X^E \) is the set of inputs, where,
  \( X^C = \{(x_{i1}^C, x_{i2}^C, \ldots) \mid x_i^C \in X_{i1}^C, x_i^C \in X_{i2}^C, \ldots \} \) is the structured set of continuous value inputs with input variables \( x_i^C \)
  \( X^D = \{(x_{i1}^D, x_{i2}^D, \ldots) \mid x_i^D \in X_{i1}^D, x_i^D \in X_{i2}^D, \ldots \} \) is the structured set of discrete value inputs with input variables
  \( X^E \) is the set of discrete event inputs

- \( Y = Y^C \times Y^D \times Y^E \) is the set of outputs, where,
  \( Y^C = \{(y_{i1}^C, y_{i2}^C, \ldots) \mid y_i^C \in Y_{i1}^C, y_i^C \in Y_{i2}^C, \ldots \} \) is the structured set of continuous value outputs with output variables \( y_i^C \)
  \( Y^D = \{(y_{i1}^D, y_{i2}^D, \ldots) \mid y_i^D \in Y_{i1}^D, y_i^D \in Y_{i2}^D, \ldots \} \) is the structured set of discrete value outputs with output variables \( y_i^D \)
  \( Y^E \) is the set of discrete event outputs

- \( S = P \times S^D \times S^C \) is set of states; the Cartesian product of phases \( P \), discrete states \( S^D \) and continuous states \( S^C \)
- \( Init = S_0 \times X_0 \times Y_0 \) is the initial condition set to define initial states and initial values of inputs and outputs
- \( Cond^E : S \times X \rightarrow Bool \) is the external event transition condition function for conditioning the execution of the external events
- \( Trans^E : S \times X \rightarrow S \) is the external event transition function
- \( Out^E : S \times X \rightarrow Y \) is the output function for external event transitions
- \( Cond^S : S \times X^C \times X^D \rightarrow Bool \) is the state transition condition function for conditioning the execution of the internal state events
- \( Trans^S : S \times X^C \times X^D \rightarrow S \) is the internal state transition function
- \( Out^S : S \times X^C \times X^D \rightarrow Y \) is the output function for internal state transitions
- \( Rate : S \times X^C \times X^D \rightarrow S^C \) is the rate of change function
- \( Out^C : S \times X^C \times X^D \rightarrow Y^C \) is the continuous value output function
- \( Out^D : P \times S^D \times X^D \rightarrow Y^D \) is the discrete output function

A BM corresponds to an atomic DEV&DESS model. The semantics of an ECML BM are described as follows:

1. **Intervals \( (t_1, t_2) \) with no events:** Only the continuous states \( S^C \) change. The continuous states at the end of the interval are computed form the state at the beginning plus the integral of the rate of change function \( Rate(s(t), x^C(t), x^D(t))(t = (t_1, t_2)) \) along the interval. The continuous behavior of the model is specified by \( Rate(s(t), x^C(t), x^D(t)) \) and the continuous value output function \( Out^C(s(t), x^C(t), x^D(t)) \), while the discrete value output is generated by the discrete value output function \( Out^D(p(t), s^D(t), x^D(t)) \).

2. **An internal state event occurs first at time \( t \) in interval \( (t_1, t_2) \):** The continuous states at the time of the transition are computed from the state at the beginning plus the integral of the rate of change function \( Rate(s(t'), x^C(t'), x^D(t'))(t' = (t_1, t)) \) along the interval until time \( t \). Likewise, the hybrid output is generated until time \( t \). At time \( t \), the state transition condition function
Cond^S(s(t),x^C(t),x^D(t)) evaluates to true. That is, an internal state event occurs. Here, the internal state transition function Trans^S(s(t),x^C(t),x^D(t)) is executed to define a new state. The output function for internal state transitions Out^S(s(t),x^C(t),x^D(t)) is called to generated an output at time \ t.

3. An external discrete event occurs first at time \ t in interval \ (t_1, t_2): The continuous states at the time of the transition are computed from the state at the beginning plus the integral of the rate of change function \ Rate(s(t'),x^C(t'),x^D(t'))(t' = (t_1,t_2)) along the interval until time \ t. Likewise, the continuous output is generated until time \ t. At time \ t, the external event transition condition function Cond^E(s(t),x(t)) evaluates to true. That is, the external event transition occurs. Here, the external event transition function Trans^E(s(t),x(t)) is executed to define a new state. The output function for external event transitions Out^E(s(t),x(t)) is called to generate an output at time \ t.

A SM of ECML corresponds to a coupled DEV&DESS model. A structured model contains basic models BMs, coupled each other with connecting ports describing flow of data typed of discrete, continuous and event. ‘CSM CPSVehicle2’ in <Figure 3> is an example of ECML SM.

4 An Example: Vehicle Control System

This section models a ‘vehicle control system’ with ECML. In actual vehicle control system, the vehicle moves along Euclidean shortest path in \ \mathbb{R}^2 \ space. It receives current position, destination position, obstacle position and the other information from environment. On the other hand, our case study approximates actual model, since the purpose is showing examples which are specified the introduced formal definition. There are no obstacles, and vehicle moves along east and north directions in case study model.

![Figure 4 An ECML SM for simplified 'vehicle control system'](#)

<Figure 4> shows an SM Vehicle for ‘vehicle control system.’ Vehicle control system is structured with subsystems such as ‘Control,’ ‘Thrustcontroller,’ ‘Engine’ and ‘VehicleEnv.’ It has three inputs and two outputs. destx and desty are inputs which set destination position of vehicle. When order is true, it changes current position of vehicle from initial position (0,0) to the destination position, and current position of vehicle is outputted through outlocx and outlocy.
BM \textit{Control} is described in \textit{Figure 5}. It receives order (\textit{inorder}), destination position (\textit{indestx}, \textit{indesty}) and current position (\textit{inlocx}, \textit{inlocy}). Initial state of BM \textit{Control} is \textit{standby} phase. If \textquote{\textit{inorder}}$\geq 1$\textquote, it transits to \textit{moving} phase, and then it calculates distance from current position to destination position. The distance is outputted through \textit{xvector} and \textit{yvector} ports. Current position is passed to other subsystem through \textit{clocx} and \textit{clocy}, and order is done through \textit{ismoving}. Formal definition of \textit{BM}_{\textit{Con}} for the subsystem \textit{Control} is as follows:

\begin{align*}
\textit{BM}_{\textit{Con}} &= (X,Y,S,\text{Init},\text{Trans}^E,\text{Cond}^E,\text{Out}^E,\text{Out}^C) \\
\text{where,} \\
& \quad X^D = \{ \textit{inorder, indestx, indesty, inlocx, inlocy} \mid \textit{inorder} = \textit{order}, \textit{indestx} = \textit{destx}, \textit{indesty} = \textit{desty}, \textit{inlocx} = \textit{locx}, \textit{inlocy} = \textit{locy} \} \\
& \quad Y^C = \{ \textit{xvector, yvector, clocx, clocy} \mid \{ \textit{xvector, yvector, clocx, clocy} \} \in \Re \} \\
& \quad Y^D = \{ \textit{ismoving} \mid \textit{ismoving} \in \{0,1\} \} \\
& \quad P = \{ \textit{standby, moving} \} \\
& \quad \text{Init} = \{ P = \textit{standby} \} \\
& \quad \text{Cond}^E:\n& \quad \quad (P = \textit{standby}, \textit{inorder} \geq 1) \\
& \quad \quad (P = \textit{moving}, \textit{inorder} \leq 0) \\
& \quad \text{Trans}^E:\n& \quad \quad (P = \textit{standby}, \textit{inorder} \geq 1) \rightarrow (P = \textit{moving}) \\
& \quad \quad (P = \textit{moving}, \textit{inorder} \leq 0) \rightarrow (P = \textit{standby}) \\
& \quad \text{Out}^E:\n& \quad \quad (P = \textit{standby}, \textit{inorder} \geq 1) \rightarrow (\textit{ismoving} = 1) \\
& \quad \quad (P = \textit{moving}, \textit{inorder} \leq 0) \rightarrow (\textit{ismoving} = 0) \\
& \quad \text{Out}^C:\n& \quad \quad (P = \textit{moving}) \rightarrow (\textit{xvector} = \textit{indestx} - \textit{inlocx} \land \textit{yvector} = \textit{indesty} - \textit{inlocy} \land \textit{clocx} = \textit{inlocx} \land \textit{clocy} = \textit{inlocy})
\end{align*}
Subsystem **Thrustcontroller** sets direction (i.e., heading) of vehicle. Figure 6 shows ECML BM for a subsystem **Thrustcontroller**. **inxheading** and **inyheading** are variables which describe distance between current position and destination position. Vehicle of our case study has two heading, hence it has two phases. **Initial phase** is east, and it moves in the right direction (i.e., heading=0). When the vehicle arrives to x-axis of destination (i.e., **inxheading**<=0), it transit to north phase, and it moves in the up direction. Formal definition of the ECML BM for the subsystem **Thrustcontroller** is as follows:

$$BM_{TC} = (X,Y,S,Init,Trans^E,Cond^E,Out^E)$$

where,

- $X^C = \{inxheading, inyheading | inxheading = xvector, inyheading = yvector\}$
- $Y^C = \{heading | heading \in \{0,90\}\}$
- $P = \{east, north\}$
- $Init = \{P = east, heading = 0\}$
- $Cond^E :$
  - $(P = east, inxheading \leq 0)$
  - $(P = north, inyheading \leq 0)$
- $Trans^E :$
  - $(P = east, inxheading \leq 0) \rightarrow (P = north)$
  - $(P = north, inyheading \leq 0) \rightarrow (P = east)$
- $Out^E :$
  - $(P = east, inxheading \leq 0) \rightarrow (heading = 90)$
  - $(P = north, inyheading \leq 0) \rightarrow (heading = 0)$

Figure 7 An ECML BM 'Engine'
Figure 7 shows ECML \( \text{BM}_{\text{Eng}} \) for a subsystem Engine. The model has an input and an output. \text{inmoving} \text{ is an order sent from } \text{BM}_{\text{Con}}. \text{If } \text{inmoving} \geq 1 \text{ in phase standby, it transits to accelerating. Momentum is a continuous state representing momentum of engine. In accelerating phase, the value of Momentum is increased by } \frac{d(\text{Momentum})}{dt}=1. \text{ When Momentum reaches its own maximum value 15, it transits to maintaining, and maintains the Momentum. If } \text{inmoving}<0, \text{ it transits to stopping and reduces Momentum. The value of Momentum is outputted through } \text{outMomentum} \text{ port in every phase in } \text{BM}_{\text{Eng}}. \text{ Formal definition of the ECML } \text{BM}_{\text{Eng}} \text{ for the subsystem Engine is as follows:}

\[
\text{BM}_{\text{Eng}} = (X,Y,S,\text{Init},\text{Trans}^E,\text{Cond}^E,\text{Trans}^S,\text{Cond}^S,\text{Out}^C,\text{Rate})
\]

where,

- \( X^D = \{ \text{inmoving} | \text{inmoving} = \text{imoving} \} \)
- \( Y^C = \{ \text{outMomentum} | \text{outMomentum} \in \Re \} \)
- \( P = \{ \text{standby, accelerating, maintaining, stopping} \} \)
- \( S^C = \{ \text{Momentum} \in \Re \} \)
- \( \text{Init} = \{ P = \text{standby}, \text{Momentum} = 0 \} \)
- \( \text{Cond}^E : \)
  - \( (P = \text{standby}, \text{inmoving} \geq 1) \)
  - \( (P = \text{maintaining}, \text{inmoving} \leq 0) \)
- \( \text{Trans}^E : \)
  - \( (P = \text{standby}, \text{inmoving} \geq 1) \rightarrow (P = \text{accelerating}) \)
  - \( (P = \text{maintaining}, \text{inmoving} \leq 0) \rightarrow (P = \text{stopping}) \)
- \( \text{Cond}^S : \)
  - \( (P = \text{accelerating}, \text{Momentum} \geq 15) \)
  - \( (P = \text{stopping}, \text{Momentum} \leq 0) \)
- \( \text{Trans}^S : \)
  - \( (P = \text{accelerating}, \text{Momentum} \geq 15) \rightarrow (P = \text{maintaining}) \)
  - \( (P = \text{stopping}, \text{Momentum} \leq 0) \rightarrow (P = \text{standby}) \)
- \( \text{Out}^C : \)
  - \( (P = (\text{standby, accelerating, maintaining, stopping})) \rightarrow (\text{outMomentum} = \text{Momentum}) \)
- \( \text{Rate} : \)
  - \( (P = (\text{standby, maintaining})) \rightarrow (\text{Momentum} = 0) \)
  - \( (P = \text{accelerating}) \rightarrow (\text{Momentum} = 1) \)
  - \( (P = \text{stopping}) \rightarrow (\text{Momentum} = -1) \)

Figure 8 An ECML BM 'VehicleEnv'
The subsystem VehicleEnv models change of vehicle’s current position. Figure 8 is ECML $BM_{Env}$ for the subsystem. Initial phase is $init$, and it transits to $px$ or $py$ phase according to heading value which is sent from $BM_{TC}$ (i.e., $inheading$). ‘$inheading==90$’ represents vehicle is moving in the right direction, so horizontal value of current position is increased by engine momentum. Otherwise, when ‘$inheading==0$,’ vehicle is moving in up the direction, hence vertical value of current position is increased. Formal definition of the $BM_{Env}$ for the subsystem VehicleEnv is as follows:

$$BM_{VE} = \langle X, Y, S, Init, Trans^E, Cond^E, Trans^S, Cond^S, Out^S, Rate \rangle$$

where,

- $X^C = \{inMomentum, inclocx, inclocy \mid inMomentum = autMomentum, inclocx = clcx, inclocy = clcy\}$
- $X^D = \{inheading \mid inheading = heading\}$
- $Y^C = \{locx, locy \mid \{locx, locy\} \in \mathbb{R}\}$
- $Y^D = \{plocx, plocy \mid \{plocx, plocy\} \in \mathbb{R}\}$
- $P = \{init, px, py\}$
- $S^C = \{plocx, plocy\}$
- $Init = \{P = init, plocx = 0, plocy = 0\}$
- $Cond^E :$
  - $(P = init, inheading = 0)$
  - $(P = init, inheading = 90)$
- $Trans^E :$
  - $(P = init, inheading = 0) \rightarrow (P = px, plocx = inclocx)$
  - $(P = init, inheading = 90) \rightarrow (P = py, plocy = inclocy)$
- $Cond^S :$
  - $(P = px)$
  - $(P = py)$
- $Trans^S :$
  - $(P = px) \rightarrow (P = init)$
  - $(P = py) \rightarrow (P = init)$
- $Out^S :$
  - $(P = px) \rightarrow (locx = plocx + inMomentum)$
  - $(P = py) \rightarrow (locy = plocy + inMomentum)$
- $Rate :$
  - $(P = \{init, px, py\}) \rightarrow (plocx = 0 \land plocy = 0)$

5 Conclusion & Future Work

Hybrid system is a dynamical system whose behavior is a combination of continuous and discrete dynamics. Many approaches to modeling and analyzing hybrid system have been proposed. ECML is an extension of basic formalism DEV&DESS, proposed by ETRI. This paper introduced ECML with formalism, modeling and simulation environment, EcoPOD and EcoSIM. The dependable CPS software development environment, EcoSuite supports HILS using ECML. The vehicle control system example shows that the introduced formalism can specify ECML model. Our previous work applied formal verification to verify ECML model. We will make a paper about formal verification with SpaceEx. The paper will describe translation rule from ECML model to SpaceEx model, supporting tool and case study.
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